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Malyia McNaughton founded Made by Malyia in 2014.  The collection 
began with a search for the perfect body chain for a music festival. Malyia 
instead designed her own. Due to overwhelming requests from friends 
and strangers interested in her design, she began selling them on Etsy. 
She realized she had discovered her true passion and quit her fashion 
buying job to pursue her dream full time. Malyia draws inspiration from the 
architecture and pulse of New York City, African culture, indigenous tribal 
adornment, and nature.

Malyia is based in Brooklyn, NY and serves on Black in Jewelry Coalition 
board of directors, the first international non-profit membership 
association dedicated to the inclusion and advancement of Black 
professionals within the gem, jewelry, and watch industry.

Sunburst Talisman
1.25 CT
18K yellow gold set with melee and  
marquise diamonds
18” chain with lobster clasp
Wholesale Price: $5,000 MSRP: $11,250



Twisted Wave  
Baguette Hoop
44 MM
9.07 CTS custom 
channel set 
matching baguette 
hoops  
in spiral pattern
18k White gold
Earring post with 
secure clip earring 
back
Wholesale $25,000, 
MSRP $57,500

SIze option # 2
30 MM
5 Carats
Wholesale $16,000, 
MSRP $36,000

Classic Marquee 
Stud Earrings
1.2 CT
10 MM
White gold with 
marquise diamonds, 
melee stones and 
halo
Wholesale : $3,200 
MSRP : $7,200

Multi Colored 
Tiered Tennis 
Bracelets
White gold, 
yellow gold, 
rose gold set 
with round, 
princess cut and 
baguette shaped 
diamonds.
7 Inch bracelet
12.27 CTS
Custom 
interchangeable 
clasp
Wholesale 
$30,760  
MSRP: $ 69,210

Wave Drop 
Earrings
2.2 CT
White gold round 
diamonds with 
spiral wave detail
Wholesale Price: 
$8,250  
MSRP Retail: 
$18,5600

Not Your 
Classic Hoop 
with Pear 
Shaped Drop
2.4 CTS
60 MM
White gold with 
melee diamonds 
inset with pear 
shape diamond 
drop detail
Wholesale price : 
$15,450  
MSRP: $33,924

Wave Two  
Finger Ring
44 MM
1.6 CT wave two 
finger ring set in 
white gold
Wholesale price : 
$15,450  
MSRP: $33,924



“The collection was inspired by water, specifically 
the ocean waves, and nature. The pieces feature 
elements similar to the way water changes shape 

as it moves through the world and are designed to 
show the connection between us and nature. Ever 

changing and fluid.”
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